EXPERIMENTS   IN   OPPOSITION
Chamber over his head. It was a notable sign of the party's
confidence in Eden that he should have been entrusted with
this particular mission. He acquitted himself well and with
a lightness of touch that must have given satisfaction to Bald-
win's subtle mind.
The period of the second Labour Government was one in
which Eden was able to stretch his parliamentary legs and
consolidate his status. After a rather unedifying wrangle over
the spoils Arthur Henderson took office as Foreign Secretary
and made a thorough success of his job.  He was a man of
persistent purpose and steady ideals, a patient if slow-moving
negotiator.   The material for weighty criticism during this
period of our diplomacy was meagre and Eden straight away,
on the third day of the Debate on the Address when Foreign
Affairs were up for consideration, entered into a rearguard
action from which he was not fully to emerge for the next
two years. Henderson had referred to a resumption of Anglo-
Soviet relations, provided the subversive activities—amply
cited by Sir Austen hi a lurid extract from the Prat/da—were
brought to a close first. All Eden could say was that in a few
months' time honourable members opposite might take a
rather different view of the speech and would do well to
restrain their hilarity until they were satisfied that Mr. Hen-
derson was able to restrain the Third International.   The
remainder of the speech was a laborious defence of the Con-
servative Government's attitude to the Optional Clause and
the Rhineland evacuation on the grounds that the Socialists,
instead of rushing into fulfil their election pledges, were
simply maintaining the good precedents set by Sir Austen
Chamberlain. Over the Optional Clause Mr. Henderson pro-
posed to consult the Dominions first—* When a Conservative
Government do it, it is wrong, when the right honourable
gentleman does it it is right.' As for the Rhineland we can-
not withdraw, says Mr Henderson, until we can get agree-
ment with the French—' quite right now, quite wrong a few
weeks ago.* So to a vain regret that the Conservatives should
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